Highline receives awards for value and scenery

By Olivia Sullivan  
Staff Reporter

If you’re going to Highline, you sure are getting your money’s worth.

Recently, Highline received a top 20 spot on the 50 Best Value Community Colleges of 2016, presented by Value Colleges.

The college also received a No. 7 ranking among the 14 Most Scenic Community Colleges in the U.S., presented by LawnStarter, a lawn care service blog.

The criteria for the Top 50 award measured the graduation and transfer rates, the mid-level salary of graduates, and tuition rates from 614 institutions, which then narrowed down to the top 50 colleges from across the nation.

“Every college in Washington state would fit the affordability criteria, so then it ties into the degrees we offer,” said Dr. Lisa Skari, the vice president of Institutional Advancement. “We’ve got nursing, computer programs, and paralegal. We’ve got nice wage jobs on the professional and technical side.”

Shoreline has received recognition in the past and this year Green River also scored a top 20 ranking, too.

“We had no say in what they wrote about us [for the award],” said Dr. Skari. “I thought the write-up was passionate.”

See Awards, page 16

Students divided over transgender bathrooms

By Thunderword Staff

Highline students appear to be split on the idea of having gender-neutral bathrooms on campus.

The issue of having transgender bathrooms is even bigger than just Highline. All across the country, changes in policies with regard to the issue of gender-neutral bathrooms are taking place.

In Washington state, the Human Rights Commission issued an order in December that transgender people can use restrooms consistent with their gender identity.

Currently, there are 14 unisex restroom locations on campus.

Both straight and transgender students are among the supporters of unisex bathrooms.

“We should have them. Gender-neutral bathrooms are great,” Lesly Radmacher said. “They should have the right. I don’t see any issue,” Zicoirah Hernandez said. Kendyl Dayley said that they should have the right. “They should have the right to use any bathroom,” Kelvin Hernandez said. But one student said he believes that transgender people who are forced into the bathrooms of their biological sex are more likely to be sexually and physically abused.

“In this debate, trans people’s safety is often overlooked and focused instead on CIS people”, the anonymous student said.

Highline student Danielle said that has similar values as the college.

See Transgender, page 16

Students pet their stress away

By Olivia Sullivan  
Staff Reporter

As finals week approaches, students, staff, and faculty have found a way to pet their stress away.

In Building 29 last Wednesday, Central Washington University hosted Pause for Paws, a De-Stress with Dogs event to help people relax before the end of the year chaos.

“Part of my role is student retention, so I know this is a stressful time,” said Lucas Rucks, the regional director of Central’s University Centers. “It’s hard on faculty and staff as well. Everyone is gearing up for commencement and students have finals coming up to prepare for.”

This is the first pet de-stress event hosted by CWU-Des Moines, and also the first one Rucks has been a part of. He is a 注解 to clean up shrubbery
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Highline sees an increase in property thefts

By Ani Miller-Wells
Staff Reporter

A Highline student had her car stolen from the East Parking Lot. The crime was reported on May 31 at 8:40 p.m. Des Moines Police responded at 9:10 p.m. to take a report.

Student accosted waiting for bus

A male student was robbed at the bus stop next to the Chevron gas station on Pacific Highway South at South 240th Street on May 24 at 5:30 p.m. The suspect was a black male adult wearing black.

The victim stated that the suspect was pleasant at first but then proceeded to grab the victim’s hand, demanding that he give him everything he had or the suspect would punch him in the face.

The victim gave him $20 and the suspect walked away, heading south on Pacific Highway South.

Des Moines Police Department is involved and interviewed the victim.

Wallet stolen from backpack

A Highline student had her wallet stolen out of her backpack in the Building 30 computer lounge at 10:55 a.m. on May 26.

She looked down at her bag, noticed it was half unzipped and her wallet missing.

Second victim robbed at bus

A student had his backpack grabbed by a large black male on May 21, at approximately 4 p.m. at the A line Metro bus stop next to the AM/PM station. The victim gave the man $40 to get his backpack back.

A third victim also reported that a large black male adult punched him in the jaw with his right closed fist while demanding money.

The crime happened at the same bus stop as the second victim at 12:45 p.m. on the same day.

The Kent Police Department is investigating these instances.

Geology class shakes things up this summer

By Ani Miller-Wells
Staff Reporter

You want the big one and total destruction or the smaller one and chances of even greater calamity?

Either way you’re talking about a whole lotta shaking going on if two fault lines beneath Western Washington produce an earthquake.

The greater Seattle area is doomed for destruction in a devastating temblor sometime in the next 50 years, at least there’s a 1 in 3 chance of that happening, according to Kathryn Schulz, the writer of the Pulitzer Prize-winning article ‘The Really Big One’ that appeared last year in The New Yorker.

That disaster is expected to come from the Cascadia Subduction Zone. But there’s another threat, the Seattle Fault Line, which is expected to be less severe in magnitude but could be much more devastating as it runs through downtown Seattle and Bainbridge Island.

Students will have the opportunity to explore the latter fault line this summer.

Highline geology professor Stepayneh Puchalski is teaching a one-credit class this summer that will explore the Seattle Fault Lines and inform students of what’s going on beneath the earth’s crust.

The class is a field trip plus class instruction beforehand that will be held on July 22 and July 23. The students pick a topic relating to one of the locations and become a pseudo-expert so that they can present their knowledge to the other students when they reach their specified location.

Professor Puchalski explained how the earthquake scale works.

“There’s a limit to how much the ground can actually move,” Puchalski said. She said that the severity of a quake really depends on how long it lasts.

She made an analogy to a wire hanger. It will bend a few times without breaking, but the longer it bends, the weaker it’ll get, and eventually it will snap.

She also said there’s a huge difference between a 1 on the Richter scale and a 2. A 2 has “32 times more energy” and an earthquake is 10 times worse between each level.

Students can now register for Summer and Fall classes, including professor Puchalski’s two classes on the Highline website.
Not every Highline graduate is a human being

By Olivia Beach
Staff Reporter

Salish the octopus is spending her final days at the MaST Center as she awaits her graduation.

Salish the octopus has been a part of Highline’s MaST Center since 2015 and is now ready to be released back into the frigid waters of Redondo Beach.

"We’ve seen Salish grow from 18 inches in arm length to over 72 inches. When full grown, she’ll be over 15 feet," said Russ Higley, MaST Center manager.

The graduation ceremony will take place Saturday, June 11 at 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The release will be broadcast live at the MaST Center.

The event is free and open to the public with cake and light refreshments to be served.

"If everyone could be a little bit more open-minded, less judgmental, and more understanding, there would be a lot less stigma about students coming out of incarceration," Jackson said.

"It’s a great way to give back to students who have given me so much," he said.

By Cierra West
Staff Reporter

The service and activities budget for the 2016-17 year is expected to grow over last year’s despite declining enrollment. That means there should be no program reductions, only increases, the program director said.

Revenue to finance student services and activities is collected as part of each student’s tuition payment. The money is then allocated to fund various student programs and activities.

Much of the budget growth will be due to Highline’s forward-funding model that balances cash reserves from high and low enrollment periods.

“We are in a growth year for program funding,” said Dr. Jonathan Brown, associate dean for Center for Leadership and Engagement.

But because enrollment is down, forward funding allows the school to draw on the reserve for the amount of money needed for programs, without having to rely on last year’s revenue and tuition to make the decisions, Dr. Brown said.

“Experience is what gave me the edge over his competitors,” he said.

James Jackson, the newly elected Student Government president, hopes to act as a voice for the previously incarcerated at Highline.

Jackson won the recent Student Government election with 267 out of 647 votes.

"Students, especially those who have given me so much," he said.

By Michael Muench
Staff Reporter

James Jackson, the newly elected student government president, hopes to act as a voice for the previously incarcerated at Highline.

Jackson won the recent student government election with 267 out of 647 votes.

"Students, especially those who have given me so much," he said.

The Transition Center budget has increased $5,100 because of a 20 percent increase in the number of clubs, there is a higher demand for club travel.

There will be an estimated increase of six certified club travel trips next year, according to the budget proposal documents.

MESA has requested an increase of $37,000, due to cuts in government funding for the program, said Dr. Brown.

The MESA program will get its requested amount, but it will be released to it in portions throughout the year so officials can make sure the program is on track and using all the funds.

“The event is free and open to the public with cake and light refreshments to be served.”

The Transition Center has requested a $20,500 increase and has changed its name to the Working Students Success Network. The funds will be used for printing, catering, salaries for three new ambassadors, and funds to send student leaders to an in-state annual conference.

The Transition Center budget request also shows a planned cut of $15,000 by eliminating student scholarships and then making up for it by creating a more sustainable program of outreach and leadership development utilizing Success Friday’s alumni,” according to S&A budget documents.

The Student Employment budget would increase by $1,400 due to the rise in catering costs as well as increases in supply costs.

The Umoja (black scholarships program) budget would increase by $5,980. The increase accounts for student help, including new employees in the summer; Umoja conference registration; travel costs; catering costs for celebrations; plus supplies and material costs including calculators; laptop and graduation supplies.

The success of Highline athletic endeavors is also having an effect. Championship travel went up by $5,000 due to more Highline athletic teams going on to championships.

“A lot of our sports teams are going to championships,” Dr. Brown said. “We had not allocated enough of our budget. They are just too good.”

Gateway requested a budget increase of $4,500 to support new student employment positions as well as more ceremony funds due to expected higher enrollment in the program. At the same time, Gateway has been able to cut costs in the supplies area.

A lot of work is put into the budget throughout the year to organize, plan and present it.

“I have spent a good portion of my year with the budget. I’m glad it’s almost over,” Dr. Brown said. “But there are a lot of behind-the-scenes people who really do the heavy lifting.”

People such as Marta Reeves, the S & A budget coordinator, and Cathy Cartwright Highline’s overall budget director.

Reeves gathers the information from each department and works with more than 60 people to get all of the budgets done and put into a document that everyone can understand.

President-elect vows assistance for ex-prisoners

S&A budget nears completion
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Not only have they seen her grow in size, the MaST Center staff also says she has become more social and interactive.

“She’s developed a real personality and seems to find it highly amusing to squirt staff and visitors,” Higley said.

At this time, there is no hard data on her survival prognosis.
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Equal rights must cover bathrooms

A person’s biological sex should not define the bathroom that they are allowed to use. Great progress has been made for the civil rights of Americans; the most recent example is a direct result from the Department of Education telling schools that they should allow students to use the bathroom that they identify with. However, with all advances in civil rights, there has been a backlash from people who fear progress, or are ignorant of the plights of others. The fact is, people who are trans gender face an incredible amount of stress because of bullying, discrimination, and not feeling welcome. This amount of stress leads to a high rate of suicide among people who are transgender.

A survey by the National Task Force and National Center for Transgender Equality found that 41 percent of people who are transgender attempt to kill themselves. That is a stunning number, especially compared to the overall 4.6 percent at tempted suicide rate for the general population.

People who are transgender that have been de nied the use of their preferred restroom have an even higher rate of attempted suicide rate, at 47 percent according to the National Transgender Discrimination Survey.

Does feeling a little uncomfortable with the idea of sharing a bathroom for a few minutes with someone who is trans gender really merit all the fuss and anger? Odds are you’ve already gone to the bathroom next to someone who is transgender. If you’re reading this, it means you survived the encounter.

You may have walked by or may be sitting next to someone who is transgender, and transitioned to the gender they identify with and you would never know it. Through dress, makeup, hairstyling, chest binding or hormone replacement, and even more, transgender people are not immediately recognizable as transgender. Other cosmetic surgeries, many people who are transgender and have transitioned are indistinguishable from someone who was born a particular gender.

If you have never known anyone who identifies as a woman, but has a more masculine style, it may also be made to feel uncomfortable in the woman’s bathroom. The reality is that supporting people’s right to use the bathroom they identify with will result in less rejection from the norm and it will make for a much better quality of life for people who are transgender.

Everybody needs to go to the bathroom, and everybody should be able to use the bathroom without being bullied, made to feel different, or assaulted.

To opponents who say that such civil rights leg isation creates a safety issue in bathrooms, no link has ever been found between transgender people and child molestation or rape.

People aren’t dressing up as someone else to attack someone in a bathroom. In the rare event a predator wanted to kidnap a child from a bathroom, whether the bathroom al lowed transgender people or not wouldn’t stop them.

If people are so concerned about this as a threat to their kids, they should watch their children better, not try to bring about legislation that discriminates against people who just want to be themselves.

Chili peppers don’t make good pros

In the middle of using ratemyprofessors.com, I began to realize this isn’t the most accurate way to design an entire schedule.

Ratemyprofessors.com is a website that allows students from different colleges across the country to share their thoughts about their past professors.

The website is a compilation of ratings, ranging from “excess” to chili peppers to symbolize the “hotness” of a professor.

When the time came to register for next quarter’s classes, I would always open two websites—the Highline class list and ratemyprofessors.com.

I would immediately search the names of my potential future professors and analyze how each person has been reviewed. Intense difficulty level! Maybe I’m feeling up for the challenge. Assigning a $300 textbook necessary for the course? I think I’ll pass. Long lectures with a monotone voice? No thanks.

Occasionally, some of the reviews online perfectly matched up with my experiences—both good and bad. I knew exactly what to expect from the professor and in turn, this made me feel more prepared. The sense of comfort is always pulling me back into using the website.

Ratemyprofessors.com is like a dating site where only the person’s exes get to submit reviews. While some past students write about how they had the time of their lives, other students make it clear they never want to see that professor again.

It’s a skewed combination of reviews since mainly those who post on the website are on either extreme of the spectrum of enjoyment.

The amount of reviews per professor also varies widely, which makes it tough to gauge overall experience without the input from a multitude of students.

Three out of three negative reviews total for a professor can drastically alter the overall rating, in comparison to a professor who has more than 50 reviews with only three negative remarks intermixed.

If I had solely based my schedule this year off a few of the pes simistic reviews from students, I might not even be in journalism. My experience in journalism has been challenging and stressful, but rewarding and I’ve found this is where I am the happiest. My experience is the polar opposite to some of the other reviews I read about, but I decided to make my choice off of the subject, rather than the professor.

Another area ratemyprofessors.com fails to address is learning styles. Students may comment about the instructor’s use of lecture slideshows or how the professor focuses on discussion involvement, but there is no clear understanding of how that professor will work with you and your learning style.

In the long run, a challenging professor who makes you work your hardest to earn a high grade could be more beneficial than a professor who didn’t even care if you showed up to class once a week.

An easy “A” to bump up the GPA can’t replace the gain of valuable life skills like time management, study techniques, or perseverance through tough times (like finals week).

Basing your life choices off of what other people say is a bad habit to get into, even starting with a simple decision of choosing a teacher.

While you can always take what people have to say about a professor into consideration, finding the right instructor might require a bit of effort on your end.

You could sit in on a class for a day to get a glimpse at how the professor teaches. You could ask a friend who is in the class you’re considering if you could look at the type of assignments and overall workload given by that instructor. There are other ways to design your schedule without relying on the opinions of other people.

As college students, these are the years of learning much more than subject matter. These years can often be the most influential time in our development into who we’re meant to be. You should embrace all opportunities of choice and willingly go into the unknown because the area just outside of your comfort zone is the place where you begin to grow.

Olivia Sullivan is editor in chief of the Thunderword.
By Ani Miller-Wells  
Staff Reporter

Highline’s Yamato Taiko drum corps will help kick off Kent’s one-day salute to cultural diversity next week.

The Kent International Festival will unfold on June 4, at the Showare Center in Kent.

Diversity is celebrated in the city of Kent, with more than 130 languages spoken in the Kent School District alone, and the zenith of this celebration is the Kent International Festival.

The website states the mission of the festival is that “We believe that, through connecting and learning about other cultures, we can create a stronger and wider sense of various heritages with respect and understanding.”

The festival celebrates Kent’s diversity next week.

Some only use rhythm instruments, while others have a voice interpreter for the signing impaired. “Most of our audience is hearing, but we do have deaf individuals who attend,” Underhill said.

However she added, “Music is not necessarily something that Deaf individuals enjoy, depending on their background and personal experience. We attempt to make this concert a visual event for a mixed audience.”

The show is meant to entertain all comers. “We use English lyric videos on screen behind the signers on stage,” said Underhill. “Some of our songs use props and costumes as well as choreography.”

Underhill said interpreting music is a very unique job. “Some Deaf translate music and perform for audiences and post on YouTube," Underhill said.

Concerts like these work to include Deaf into society more and more. Underhill said that deaf like to be included when they attend public events, including events centered around music, art lectures and workshops.

Most often however, deaf persons may need to contact venues or event coordinators to set up interpreters. About 200,000 Deaf and hard of hearing persons are currently living in Washington, according to recent Census data.

“Deaf folks move around so it’s important to pick a filming location that there are more minority groups in Kent than any other groups. "It’s mainly geared towards kids, but a lot of adults do it, too,” Skipton said.

Skipton said that there will be eight different mom-and-pop ethnic restaurants present in the food area of the festival. There will be Vietnamese, Mexican, Thai, Middle Eastern and more types of food available to attendees for $5 a plate.

The festival is brought together by The Kent Sister Cities Association Committee, a non-profit organization that is made up of volunteers, more than 200 of which will be present on the day of the festival.

The festival will also feature numerous entertainment options and food booths.

There are 17 sponsors for the festival, including Costco and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe.

Skipton said there will be vendor booths outside the Showare Center, as well as booths that will offer support to the refugee and immigrant populations.

By John Van de Ven  
Staff Reporter

Students from Kentlake High School are putting on a concert for the deaf.

The concert will feature a number of contemporary songs, translated into sign, and performed on stage to create a visually musical experience. This is the ninth year Kentlake students have been performing in a concert like this.

Kathleen Underhill, who teaches sign language at Kentlake, helped the students organize and create the concert. This is not an easy process, and not just as straightforward as translating songs word for word.

“Since it is rather impossible to translate word for word and not appropriate, what we do is look for the conceptual meaning in the song lyrics and translate them into the most appropriate American Sign Language," Underhill said. “We also try to keep an element of rhythm and music in our translations.”

Music is not unknown in the Deaf community. “Deaf churches have their own type of Worship music. Some only use rhythm instruments and adapt worship music to suit their Deaf congregations,” she said.

The event can be expected to have a voice interpreter for the signing impaired. “Most of our audience is hearing, but we do have deaf individuals who attend,” Underhill said.

However she added, “Music is not necessarily something all Deaf individuals enjoy, depending on their background and personal experience. We attempt to make this concert a visual event for a mixed audience.”

The show is meant to entertain all comers. “We use English lyric videos on screen behind the signers on stage,” said Underhill. “Some of our songs use props and costumes as well as choreography.”

Underhill said interpreting music for Deaf is not uncommon. “Some Deaf translate music and perform for audiences and post on YouTube,” Underhill said.

Concerts like these work to include Deaf into society more and more. Underhill said that Deaf like to be included when they attend public events, including events centered around music, art lectures and workshops.

Most often however, Deaf persons may need to contact venues or event coordinators to set up interpreters. About 200,000 Deaf and hard of hearing persons are currently living in Washington, according to recent Census data.

Scene one, take one: Students fill a classroom eagerly awaiting their turn to kick-start their careers in film.

All aspiring film artists are encouraged to attend a meeting today for Highline’s first ever film contest.

The meeting will be in Building 29, room 105 at 1 p.m. Contest coordinators Sean Puno and Susan Rich will be there to explain the rules of the contest and to allow contestants to pick an on campus filming location.

The theme of the contest is centered around the idea of “home.” Each film submitted is required to include a scene featuring a Highline location, landmark or one of the many pieces of art around campus, and must tie into the contest theme.

The deadline to enter the contest is June 16. Contestants have until midnight on Oct. 3 to turn in their submissions.

Top placing winner submissions will be shown at Highline’s first Film Festival later in October.

This meeting is not mandatory, however, those who show up will have first choice to pick a filming location.

For additional information, please refer to the contest website at https://highlinefilmfestivalblogs.highlineedu/.
Des Moines farmers market returns

By Qeeshon Yim
Staff Reporter

This Saturday on June 4 marks the return of the popular Des Moines Farmers Market for a four-month run through September.

New this year will be the abbreviated schedule. Past markets have run through the month of October, but crowds thin at that time and the weather becomes unpredictable, which prompted organizers to set a Sept. 24 closing date this year.

Gone, too, is the annual Charity Night that marked the end of previous market seasons.

Farmers markets in King County provide cities with fresh, farm-grown produce while supporting local farming.

Although their goals are similar, each farmers market strives for uniqueness. Whether it’s their location, or the events they hold, each market does it in its own way.

The Des Moines market’s not-so-secret weapon is that it’s located in the Des Moines Marina. The market will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. each Saturday.

Rikki Marohl, Des Moines Waterfront Farmers Market manager, said the market seeks to reach out to more than the people of the Des Moines area.

“We are our own entity; but we also try to include other groups if possible,” Marohl said. “The market has its own board. The board itself is composed of representatives from local non-profit groups.”

The Des Moines Waterfront Market provides opportunities for local community groups to help promote their programs and events. Some of Mt. Rainier High School’s groups will participate, along with the Mt. Rainier Pool.

In addition to the usual events, the market offers music, often by local musicians, each week.

As for attendance, the Des Moines Waterfront Farmers Market hosts 5,000 to 6,000 customers each week. It averages around 55 total vendors weekly.

The market also has a program called Fresh Bucks that allows customers to purchase produce with EBT and WIC checks.

This year marks the second year that the aptly named Sun-Set Market will take place every Wednesday from 4-8 p.m. in the north parking lot of the Des Moines Marina. Also, on the opening and closing days, the market will have additional food trucks to provide prepared food.

In addition to the Des Moines market, the city of Burien hosts its own farmers market near the Town Square Park.

Burien’s market started earlier this month on May 5 and is going on until October 27. The market is open every Thursday from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Vendors at the market will not only include farm fresh produce, but also hand-made goods as well. Other vendors offer fresh baked goods, and basic food. There will also be flower vendors around the market. Live performances are another feature.

Smaller than Des Moines, Burien’s market attracts roughly between 1,500 to 2,000 people and averages around 50 vendors each week.

Burien’s market offers the community the opportunity to physically participate in the market. Citizens can apply to the market to set up their own booths, whether it is to sell food, or crafts.

Further south is the Federal Way Farmers Market.

Similar to Burien, Federal Way’s market started earlier in May. It opened on May 7 and ends October 29. The market is open every Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Federal Way’s market is in the Sears parking lot at the Commons Mall.

The Federal Way market also allows the use of WIC and EBT. Federal Way also provides people the opportunity to participate in the market.

Much like Burien, citizens and/or business groups can submit an application to set up their own booth. However, Federal Way requires that those who set up their own booth have a state of Washington business license. An option for insurance is provided.

Applications for entertainment, the outdoor bazaar, and other vendor types are available online at http://www.federalwayfarmersmarket.com/Vendor-Apply.htm

Heading eastward, you’ll find the Kent Farmers Market.

This market opens this Saturday, June 4 as well, and runs until Sept. 24. It will be open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Kent’s Town Square Plaza next to the Kent Library.

Kent also offers people the opportunity to take part in the market. What makes Kent different is that the Kent Lions and Kent Lions Foundation operate it.

Their motto is “We serve.” The Kent Lions and Foundation is an all-volunteer community service organization, dedicated to helping the needy.

Their mission is to enhance the community through a series of hands-on projects, such as the market, and grants.

New sculptures to become part of city’s art family

By Qeeshon Yim
Staff Reporter

This Saturday the Des Moines Arts Commission will announce the addition of six new sculptures that will temporarily become part of the city’s public art collection.

The unveiling of the Art on Poverty Bay will coincide with the annual opening of the Des Moines Waterfront Farmers Market.

The market opens at 10 a.m. with the announcement of the new artwork coming at 11 a.m. at the Des Moines Marina Plaza.

From 2013 to 2014, the commission acquired five sculptures by local artists. It has since acquired a total of 12 sculptures.

With the second round, the number increased to 15. By the third year, they averaged a total of 21 sculptures.

The purpose of these sculptures is to make Des Moines artistically diverse. The mission of the Des Moines Arts Commission is to bring different cultures together to share their heritage and traditions with local people.

Jean Munro, chairwoman of the Des Moines Arts Commission and WorkFirst Coordinator, said that bringing in these sculptures helps the community reach out to the community.

“Art is something that is missing in people’s everyday life,” Munro said. “Having these sculptures emphasizes all of us coming together. All of us to bring arts to Des Moines.”

In addition to being on display, many of the sculptures are for sale. Most of the money goes to the artists. The remaining 20 percent goes to the commission, for additional projects. The sculptures being sold are listed below:

• Hartpoot by Ben Dye
• Dreaming Chicken by Sara Ybarra Lopez
• Honey Blue by Lin McJunkin and Milo White
• Beginning by Sabah Al-Dhaher

Celebrating Life in Des Moines by Chandelle Anderson
• Spirit of Des Moines by Ani-ta Corby
• Pier Group by John Hicks
• Graduated Progression by PSSC and Dale Copeland
• A Gentle Nudge by Kelly Barker
• Octavia by George C. Scott
• Yakatata by Gretchen Daiber
• Beyer Panels by Richard Beyer
• Turtle Island Puget Sound by Mark Twain Stevenson
• Big Catch by Richard Beyer
• Expecting to Fly by Leo Osborn
• Blackfish by PSSC and Dale Copeland
• Tree of Life by Kris Vermeer
• The Redondo Arch by John T Young
• Compass Rose by George C Scott

The people who buy the sculptures have the choice to either take the sculptures and retitle them, or donate them to the Des Moines Arts Commission to keep them in Des Moines.

Nancy Stephn, a member of the Des Moines Arts Commission, said that donating the sold sculptures helps get people involved in art.

“One of the purposes of these sculptures, if not the only purpose, is to provide people with the education that come with them,” Stephn said. “The history behind each sculpture helps people understand what it is.”

Munro said that Des Moines is becoming known for its public art. She also said that the purpose of the project is to help promote the artists and to influence young artists.
Portfolio Show displays student work

By Ryan McCandless  
Staff Reporter

The best work of Highline’s Art and Design Department students will once again be on display next week in the annual Student Portfolio Show in the Student Union.

The two-day exhibit on June 6 and June 7 will feature the work students from the art and design fields of the college, whether that’s photography, visual communications, interior design or drafting.

Tamar Hilton, manager of the Art and Design Department, as well as a teacher of visual communications, interior design and drafting design at the school is coordinating the show.

“The Highline Portfolio Show is a place where our graduating drafting design, interior design and visual communications students showcase their portfolios that they’re going to use to get a job or transfer on to other schools. We also showcase photography and ceramics,” Hilton said.

One of the things Hilton appreciates about this show is the wide variety of artwork that can be seen there.

“Our students have portfolios that are very diverse. They include hand drawings. They include drawings with the latest industry software whether it be Sketchup and Autocad and Revit to, with Visual Communications, all the Adobe Suite programs. So I think the students do a really good job at showing their diverse range of skills,” Hilton said.

While art can seem like a difficult area to find a career in, Hilton isn’t worried about the future of the students that will be featured here. The Portfolio Show will be the first time that many of the students will be displaying their talent to business owners.

“This Portfolio Show also brings in industry professionals with jobs and a lot of them are coming here to look at the student portfolios and maybe hire potential students,” Hilton said.

She said the point is to show perspective employers that Highline students have the skills and can meet industry standards to go to work right away.

“I think that there are so many different avenues for students to work and be creative whether they’re drawing or working with their software skills,” Hilton said. “There are so many diverse types of jobs between drafting and graphic design, interior design and multimedia that our students know the industry standards and have an opportunity to go into that workplace.”

The Portfolio Show hours will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and then from 5 to 8 p.m. both days. It will be in the Mt. Constance and Mt. Olympus rooms of Student Union.

“I think it’s really great for our community to see what our students have been working on for the past two plus years to complete their degrees,” Hilton said. “I think it’s important to celebrate there success and encourage them as they enter out into the world and then try to find jobs or transfer on to other schools.”

Movie review: ‘Weiner’ leaves nothing to hide at SIFF

By Ryan McCandless  
Staff Reporter

There was a time when the embarrassing collapse of Anthony Weiner’s campaign for mayor of New York City was an event that the entire media was covering. But a new documentary that played the first weekend at the Seattle International Film Festival is the first time that the scandal has been covered with the nuance and complexity the story deserves.

The 42nd annual Seattle International Film Festival runs from May 19 to June 12 and takes place in eight different locations in the Seattle area. Throughout the festival, over 450 movies play that come from 90 countries from all over the world.

Weiner was a documentary that follows New York City politician Anthony Weiner. For seven terms, he served as a Democrat in the House of Representatives until a sexting scandal forced him to resign in 2011. In 2013, he sought redemption from the voters and ran for the mayor of New York City. But as he began to rebuild his reputation, he got caught up in an even more explicit sexting scandal that once again destroyed his career.

The documentary mainly follows Weiner’s run for mayor from his hopeful beginning to its bitter end and the footage captured for this film has to be
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The 42nd annual Seattle International Film Festival runs from May 19 to June 12 and takes place in eight different locations in the Seattle area. Throughout the festival, over 450 movies play that come from 90 countries from all over the world.

Weiner was a documentary that follows New York City politician Anthony Weiner. For seven terms, he served as a Democrat in the House of Representatives until a sexting scandal forced him to resign in 2011. In 2013, he sought redemption from the voters and ran for the mayor of New York City. But as he began to rebuild his reputation, he got caught up in an even more explicit sexting scandal that once again destroyed his career.

The documentary mainly follows Weiner’s run for mayor from his hopeful beginning to its bitter end and the footage captured for this film has to be seen to be believed. Filmmakers Elyse Steinberg and Josh Kriegman were given seemingly endless access to the behind-the-scenes of Weiner’s campaign and they show it all.

In the immediate aftermath of the allegations that he sent Lewd comments and images to women online under the nickname “Carlos Danger,” he is shown 20 minutes before he has to give a speech to the press. He’s in a small room with his wife Huma Abedin as his staff is scrambling around desperately trying to find a way out of the mess Weiner has made.

Though Weiner and Abedin aren’t saying that much to each other in this scene, the camera focuses on them and you can tell how frustrated, uncomfortable and exhausted they both are. They have likely fought for a long time before the cameras started rolling and there’s no doubt that they will keep fighting when the camera turns off.

It’s a sad, quiet moment that does a lot to humanize a person who would eventually become a punching bag for the media.

Later on in the movie, one of the women Weiner sexted with shows up at the front of a place where Weiner will be making a big speech. To avoid making contact with her in front of the press, Weiner and his staff come up with an elaborate plan to sneak into the building by using a nearby McDonalds.

What follows is a surprising and thrilling chase scene that would seem absurd if it didn’t actually happen.

These two sequences are just a just a few examples of what makes Weiner such a fascinating documentary. The film analyzes that what Weiner did was wrong and he should’ve been chastised for what he did.

But by showing Weiner warts and all, the film also argues that Weiner, above all else, is a human being.

The film opens with a passionate speech Weiner gave in 2010, he’s enraged that the Republicans in Congress have voted against a bill that was created to help 9/11 first responders. Throughout the film, we see him connecting with the voters in a personal and honest ways, regardless of their personal opinions of him. He brings up valid points regarding how he would help New York City. He loves his city and he would die for the people who live in all of its unique communities.

He comes off as a decent person; he’s kind to his staff, he’s appears to be a good enough father and despite his short comings, he clearly has a deep respect for his wife (one of the most notable moments in the film involves Weiner fighting with a voter after he criticizes him for being “married to an Arab.”) By the end of the movie, the case is clearly made that Weiner could’ve been a good mayor for New York City.

But the ultimate tragedy of Weiner’s campaign was that despite how good he might’ve been as a mayor, people are still unable to look past his flaws. In various speeches he tries to bring up subjects that are very important to him, but the media only wants to focus on the sexting scandal. Everybody is focused on the surface issues with him and they failed to seriously bring to light some of the actual bright ideas he might’ve had.

Weiner shows how genuine caring people can be denied at face value for their flaws. A person can be the most well-equipped person in the room but if they have a personal problem, it can be become so much easier to just mock that person.

If there are any problems with the movie, it would be that it occasionally feels over-direct ed. The soundtrack throughout the film is very over the top in places where music wasn’t needed. The movie might’ve impacted more if it was put together by the in a way that felt more subtle and restrained. Steinberg and Kriegman have an endless supply of great footage, there was no need to make this any more stylized.

Despite this, you should definitely see Weiner when it comes out. Regardless of your opinions on the man, you’ll walk away from Weiner with a more detailed look at the political system from the perspective of a campaign that was doomed to fail. Weiner might be an odd guy, but the film dares to ask if that makes us any better.
The goats are back at Highline and they are munching costs as well as undesirable vegetation.

The herd has been grazing next to the tennis courts on the southwest corner of campus, around the retention pond. They are here to clean up the shrubbery and naturally fertilize the areas in which they are enclosed.

Goats are a natural alternative to person-powered machinery or herbicides, said Barry Holldorf, director of Facilities and Operations. The retention pond collects much of the run off from the school's parking lots, storing lots of dirty water, with the plants growing there helping to clean it up, Holldorf said.

It is necessary to keep the plant life maintained so the retention pond does not turn into a mucky pit. "When it [leaves and branches] settles to the bottom, over time the capacity of the pond would be reduced as decay material fills up from the bottom," Holldorf said.

The goats help keep that vegetation back and out of the pond. Heavy equipment and chainsaws can do the same thing but they introduce oils and CO2, he said. And "the machinery would cost twice as much as the goats."

The goats also replenish the land with their natural fertilizer (poop) and help kill blackberry bushes for good. "By bringing them ever over ever again, the blackberies tend to die away, versus if they are chopped, they grow right back," Holldorf said.

There are about 260 goats munching away, making quick work of the blackberry bushes and tough terrain. They are everyone's favorite four-legged sustainability measure, Holldorf said.
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There are about 260 goats munching away, making quick work of the blackberry bushes and tough terrain. They are everyone's favorite four-legged sustainability measure, Holldorf said.

"The goats help keep that vegetation back and out of the pond. Heavy equipment and chainsaws can do the same thing but they introduce oils and CO2," he said. "And the machinery would cost twice as much as the goats."

The goats are from a company called Healing Hooves here in Washington. They are transported, fenced off, and herded by a team of one man and three dogs. Craig Madsen and his dogs Harvey, Nessy, and G.G., run the operation.

Madsen started the company 14 years ago when he saw the need for it in Washington. "They are a fun animal," he said. "They are social and curious."

People are welcome to come check the goats out, Holldorf said. "Just be careful, as there is an electric fence," he said. The goats’ curiosity is part of the reason they are surrounded by an electric fence. The fence deters the goats from getting free and munching the wrong area, Madsen said. "They are allergic to rhododendrons," Holldorf said.

Madsen checks all the areas that the goats will graze for plants that are poisonous to the goats, said Holldorf. So don’t feed them, said Madsen. They are supposed to be eating what is inside the fence. There are no adult male goats in the enclosure, but there are plenty of baby goats, both males and females, he said. The babies jump around and are very playful, he said. They like to get on top of things and play king of the mountain, even the older ones do it sometimes.

Although some goats can climb trees, these don’t. They will stand on their hind legs to reach high branches, but they can’t climb, Madsen said.

With so many goats munching, the blackberries and knotweed are history. "The goats left on Wednesday to do another job on Bainbridge Island, but will return for another week soon to finish cleaning the area up."
Weekly SUDOKU

by Linda Thistle

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way that each row, column, and each small 3x3 box contains all of the numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ◆◆◆◆◆

◆ Moderate  ◆◆ Challenging  ◆◆◆◆◆ HOO BOY!

© 2016 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

GO FIGURE!

The idea of Go Figure is to arrive at the figures given at the bottom and right-hand columns of the diagram by following the arithmetic signs in the order they are given (that is, from left to right and top to bottom). Use only the numbers below the diagram to complete its blank squares and use each of the nine numbers only once.

DIFFICULTY: ◆◆◆◆◆

© 2016 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

ACROSS

1  Asian desert
5  "... Only Just Begun"
9  Book-spine abbr.
12  Director Reitman
13  Met melody
14  Inventor Whitney
15  Green-blue deposit on copper
17  Edge
18  Guarantee
19  Bar legally
21  Neighbor of NV
22  Worth
24  Macadamize
27  Entreat
28  Recedes
31  Inseparable
32  Exist
33  Regret
34  Old Italian coin
36  Conclusion
37  Zoo structure
38  Conflagration
40  Biz letterhead
41  Definitely will
43  Christie of whodunits
47  Dine
48  Red shade
51  Longtime champ
52  Furniture

DOWN

1  store name
4  Harrow's rival
5  Off-tattooed word
6  Jane's "Glee" role
7  "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" author
8  Prohibit
9  Cause
10  Carry on
11  Mess up
12  Evening hour, in a way
13  Painter's prop
14  Backbone
15  Medley

Puzzle answers on Page 14

© 2016 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Lots of possibilities begin to open up by midweek. Some seem more appealing than others. But wait for more facts to emerge later on before you consider which to choose.

TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) Bravo to the determined Bovine. While others might give up, you continue to search for answers. Expect your Taurean tenacity to be paying off by week's end.

GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) You might want to consider stepping back from the task at hand for a while. This could help you get a better perspective on what you've done and what still needs to be done.

CANCER (June 21 to July 22) Your keen Cancerian insight should help you determine whether a new offer is solid or just more fluff 'n' stuff. The clues are all there, waiting for you to find them.

LEO (July 23 to August 22) Being ignored is difficult for any proud Leo or Leona. But pushing yourself back into the spotlight might be unwise. Instead, let things work themselves out at their own pace.

VIRGO (August 23 to September 22) Having yourroke a colleague's secret under the pretense of showing concern is ill-advised. Control your curiosity in order to avoid raising resentment in the workplace.

LIBRA (September 23 to October 22) Expect to hear good news about a loved one. Also, be prepared for some changes in several family relationships that could develop from this lucky turn of events.

SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21) Some surprises are expected to accompany a number of changes that will continue through part of next week. At least one could involve a romantic situation.

SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to December 21) You might be upset by some of your critics. But most of your associates continue to have faith in your ability to get the job done, and done well.

CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19) A workplace goal that suddenly seems out of reach is no problem for the sure-footed Goat, who moves steadily forward despite any obstacles placed in his or her way.

AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18) Uncertainty about who is right and who isn't might keep you from making a clear-cut decision. Wait until you know more about what you're being asked to decide.

PISELECTS (February 19 to March 20) Be careful to keep your emotions in check when dealing with a demanding personal situation. You need to set an example of strength for others to follow.

BORN THIS WEEK: You have an extraordinary ability to rally people to do their best. You would be a treasure as a teacher.
THUNDERFOOD

Simplify summer with tasty recipes

Schools are letting out, sum-
mer’s almost here and the kids
are hungry! Simplify your sum-
mer this year by planning ahead
to make mealtime part of your
child’s summer fun! Here are
some tips for creating an easy,
time-saving meal plan for sum-
mer — or all year-round
1) Enlist your children to help
plan the meals they’d like
to eat. You can plan meals based
on three- or six-month lists;
Simplify snacks, dinner and Fall/Win-
ter. Planning ahead will save
you time and money that you
can use for a fabulous family
vacation!
2) Make a list of menu items
based on breakfast, lunch,
snacks, dinner and dessert cate-
gories. Select at least seven dis-
hes for each category, and rotate
them at least twice to ensure
plenty of variety.
3) Choose some easy reci-
pes that can be made at least
30 minutes ahead of time and/or
ones that can be doubled and
frozen.
4) Set a budget and stick to it.
Shop for your ingredients based
on what’s already in your pantry,
fridge and freezer; what’s in season.
Weekly sales and farm-
er’s market finds. The freezer is
your friend, especially when it
comes to bargain buys on sea-
sonal fruits and vegetables.
5) Let your child be the “as-
sistant chef” for their favorite
meals, and encourage them to
help you with the planning
and preparation. You’re not only
making a great meal, you’re
making precious memories.
Here are some delicious
kid-friendly recipes that are
perfect for summer meals!

**BANANA BREAKFAST BAGELS**

2 tablespoons natural nut
butter, such as almond, ca-
shew or peanut
1 teaspoon honey
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1/8 teaspoon salt
1 whole-wheat bagel, split
and toasted
1 small banana, sliced
1/4 cup sliced almonds

**MEXI-MELT WRAPS**

8 large whole-wheat torti-
las
1 (8-ounce) can nonfat re-
fried beans
1/2 cup cooked mild to
medium salsa
1 tablespoon chili powder
1/2 cup shredded colo-
slaw
1/2 cup shredded cheese,
such as Mexican blend or Jack
1. Wrap the tortillas in a
damp, food-safe paper towel.
2. Microwave on High for 10-15
seconds until the tortillas are
hot.
3. Meanwhile, in a small
bowl, mix together the beans,
cheese, salsa and cayenne pepper.
4. Add pasta to boiling water.

**SPAGHETTI PIZZA**

8 ounces (1/2 box) spaghetti
3 cups marinara sauce
1 tablespoon Italian sea-
soning
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon black pepper
1/8 teaspoon nutmeg
1/8 teaspoon cayenne pep-
per
2 eggs, beaten
4 ounces (1 cup) grated piz-
a cheese blend (mozzarella,
Parmesan, Romano, etc.)
2 tablespoons olive oil
4 to 6 ounces sliced pep-
peroni

1. Cook spaghetti according
to the package directions. Drain
and return to the pot.
2. Heat oil to 425 F. Toss the
spaghetti with 2 cups of marinara sauce, Italian season-
ing, salt, pepper, nutmeg and
cayenne pepper. Mix well.
3. Add eggs and 1/2 cup of the piz-
a cheese blend. Mix well.
4. Heat 1 teaspoon oil in a 10-
inch oven-proof skillet over me-
dium-high heat. Add the spa-
ghetti mixture and gently press
it down. Top with the remain-
ing 1 cup of marinara and 1/2
cup of the cheese blend. Place
the pepperoni evenly over the
spaghetti. Bake until browned,
18 to 20 minutes. Serves 6.

**BLUEBERRY WATERMELON FREEZE POPS**

You’ll need 10 (3 ounce or
similar-size) freezer-pop molds
to make these pops. You can
prepare them ahead of time and
freeze for up to 3 weeks.

3 1/4 cups chopped seed-
less watermelon
2 tablespoons lime juice
1 to 2 tablespoons sugar or
1 cup fresh blueberries
1. Puree watermelon, lime
juice and sugar to taste in a
food processor or blender until
smooth.
2. Divide blueberries among
freezer-pop molds. Top with
watermelon mixture. Insert
sticks and freeze until com-
pletely firm, about 6 hours. Dip
the molds briefly in hot water
before unmolding. Makes about
10 (3-ounce) freezer pops

Angela Shelf Medearis is an
award-winning children’s au-
thor, culinary historian and
author of seven cookbooks. Her
new cookbook is The Kitchen
Diva’s Diabetic Cookbook. Her
website is www.divapro.com. To
see how-to videos, recipes and
much, much more, Like Ange-
la Shelf Medearis, The Kitch-
en Diva! on Facebook. Recipes
may not be reprinted without
permission from Angela Shelf
Medearis.

**Drizzle some shrimp for summer**

Grilling puts a smoky, sum-
mer-time twist on this traditional
shrimp recipe.

- 1 lemon
- 2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
- 3 cloves garlic
- 1 teaspoon dried oregano
- Salt
- Pepper
- 2 medium red peppers
- 12 ounces multigrain pasta
- 12 ounces medium spaghetti

1. In a medium bowl,结合 carrots, apple and
cheddar, toasted sesame oil; sprinkle with

**Good Housekeeping**

**Cook as label directs.**
4. Sprinkle 1/4 teaspoon freshly
butter ground black pepper on shrimp.
Grill shrimp 2 to 3 minutes or
until opaque throughout, turning
over once. Transfer shrimp to me-
dium-high.
5. Rub pork loin chops with
spicy, medium-high.
6. Rub pork loin chops with
toasted sesame oil; sprinkle with
1/4 teaspoon each salt and pepper.
Grill pork 3 to 4 minutes each side or
until cooked through (145 F).
4. Thinly slice green onion on an
angle; set aside. Wrap tortillas
in damp paper towels. Microwave
on high 2 minutes or until warm
and pliable.
5. Drain cucumbers and thinly
sliced pork. Place pork in tortillas;
top with cucumbers and green
onions. Drizzle each with 1 teaspoon
hoisin sauce; serve with additional
sauce, if desired. Serves 4.

**Toss up a carrot-apple salad**

Here is a “keeper” when trying to
work in those five-a-day
fruits and vegetables!

- 1 1/2 cups shredded carrots
- 1 cup (1 medium)
cored, peeled and
finely chopped apple
- 3 tablespoons lime juice
- 1 cup fresh blueberries
- 2 tablespoons apple cider vinegar
- 1/4 cup KRAFT Fat Free French Dressing
- 1/2 cups orange marmalade spreadable
fruit
- 4 lettuce leaves

1. In a medium bowl, combine carrots, apple
and walnuts. Add French dressing and spreadable fruit.
Mix gently to combine. Cover and refrigerate for at
least 15 minutes.
2. For each serving, place a lettuce leaf on a salad
plate and spoon a full 1/2 cup salad mixture over top.
Serves 4.

* Each serving equals: 90 calories, 2g fat, 1g pro-
tein, 17g carb, 165mg sodium, 18calmgenee, 3g fiber.
Diabetic Exchanges: 1 Fruit, 1/2 Vegetable, 1/2 Fat;
Barb Chances: 1.

(c) 2016 King Features Synd., Inc.
Staying patient and persistent
Men's basketball head coach says recruiting takes time

By Samuel Biehn
Staff Reporter

Highline Head Coach Che Dawson has found out that each basketball player coming out of high school is going to have high expectations for themselves.

“The process every year is becoming more and more delayed,” Dawson said. “More and more players coming out of high school are hopeful that they will play at a much higher level, and they stay hopeful for a much longer time.”

Dawson said that this process has made the months of March through August a busy time for a head coach of a two-year program such as Highline.

“Recruiting takes a lot of work and time,” Dawson said. “It’s a competitive thing, most of the time you’re told no. You have to get used to that, not get discouraged. That’s just a part of the deal.”

“I have kids that think they’re still going to get a Division I offer with no serious interest from a DI school. People around them will tell them that is the case, and they turn down our offer and money for their education.”

Through many years, however, the Highline program has succeeded with the recruits they have been able to land. The Thunderbirds have gotten some great players towards the back end of the recruiting trail, such as last season’s stand out for Highline.

“Even with the turnover for the teams that didn’t make the playoffs, we’re excited about the team we have this year,” Dawson said. “We’ll only sign an individual over the team,” Dawson said. “We take a certain level of responsibility for T-Bird players on and off the court in recent years makes Highline an intriguing destination, even while being a two-year college.

“We emphasize that we’ve been successful on the court for an extended period of time,” Dawson said. “Even more than that we emphasize that this needs to be a stepping stone in their lives, academically and athletically. We have a high level of athletes moving on to four year schools. They’re [new recruits] going to be a part of something bigger than themselves, they’ll have that brotherhood.”

Dawson said that it will take time for everything to come together, and that it usually takes a while for him to get a clear picture of the potential of his roster for the upcoming season.

“It’s hard to tell [potential wise]. We don’t know who’s going to be with us, we lost some significant pieces,” Dawson said. “It’s really hard to say. Late August I’ll start settling into the group that we have.”

However, Dawson said he and the rest of the staff continues to push to add more pieces and prepare to make the team the best it can possibly be in two-year college basketball’s fast-paced recruiting environment.

“You have to stay grinding on the recruiting front,” Dawson said. “It can change at a moment’s notice.”

Highline Head Coach Che Dawson.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR HIGHLINE EDUCATORS, SUPPORT STAFF, AND STUDENTS from
EAGLE FITNESS HEALTH CLUB
We have reduced our one-time joining fee to $29.00 (Reg. $99)

Our monthly rate is $26.00 - that’s $8.40 cents a day to maintain good health and a sharp mind.

Close to Highline at 23424 Pacific Highway South on the corner of Hwy 99 and Kent Des Moines Road (206) 878-3788

Mike Simpson/THUNDERWORD
Photo by Jack Harton

Highline center Cass Mathesis blocks a lay-in against Pierce this season.

Highline basketball Head Coach Che Dawson.

Write for the Thunderword.
Take Journalism 101 Fall Quarter, item no. 4216
Highline honors 91 students in ceremony

By Jesse Brand
Staff Reporter

Irina Golub snagged four Highline student awards, the most out of all 91 students honored in a ceremony last week.

Over the past month, students of Highline have been honored with awards for academic excellence and school involvement for the 2015-2016 academic year. Most of the students were recommended for the awards by various faculty within each department.

Golub is a Running Start student from Kent-Meridian High School. After attending Green River College for a quarter in Fall 2014, Golub has attended Highline College since. She has worked in the Tutoring Center since Fall Quarter, helping others with math. Math is her favorite subject, differential equations in particular.

“Read the textbook,” Golub told students. “Everything you need to know is there.”

She is a pre-engineering student and will be applying to the University of Washington for electrical engineering before she graduates from Highline next Winter quarter. Golub has a 4.0 GPA.

With the little free time she has, Golub plays the violin and plays volleyball.

Time management has been hard,” Golub said.

Another honoree was Luis Brito Santana, the one math student who earned the persistence award this year. After starting at MATH 81, he worked his way up to MATH 254. That is 11 total math classes here at Highline College. Santana hasn’t been the top student grade wise and has expressed difficulty in mathematics, but his professors say he is persistent.

“He is the stealth superstar,” professor Terry Meredink said.

He is quiet and works very hard, being a solid student, Meredink said.

Santana also worked with engineering and ESL.

Also honored was Matt Wilson, recognized by faculty for his hard work and school involvement.

“He’s done a lot of work for the MAST Center,” said Pure and Applied Science Division Chair Dusty Wilson. “He makes a great scientist. Very thorough, great observations, and a hard worker.”

Other award recipients were: ACHIEVE: Isabel Flores
Associated Students of Highline College: Richelle Enriquez
Bachelor of Applied Sciences and Pacific Rim Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition: Eric Garay
Biology: Mariam Farhat
Biology: Christina Kim
Biology: Ben Simpson
Biology: Christian Jenkins
Biology and Chemistry: Allie Johnson
Business: Christine Evans
Business: Wintana Dawit
Business Technology: Suong Ha
Business Technology: Francis Hernandez
Center for Leadership and Services Design Team: Samantha Montes de Oca

Engineering: Kevin Smith
English and Writing Center: Brent Kaur
English and Writing Center: Emily Barrick
English and Writing Center: Wei-Chen Chin
English and Writing Center: Julius Carlo Olavario
Environmental Club: Uruniyitga Bulsariy
Financial Aid: Sandy Gomez
Financial Aid: Iris Thiel
First Nations and Indigenous Peoples Club: Valerie Castillo-Warner
General Science: Chantel Trainer
General Science: Margaret Dycus
General Science: Tracie Wolsion
General Science: Cassandra Bennett
Global Trade and Logistics: Nibraa Meften Global Trade and Logistics: Jose Ramos
Honors Leadership Team: Vanessa Primor
Hospitality and Tourism: Ashley Bowder
Hospitality and Tourism: Lisa Burr
Inter-Cultural Center Student Leader: Eledy Beausilien
Inter-Cultural Center Student Leader: Cinthia Veliz-Regalado
Journalism: Olivia Sullivan
Latinx Center for Higher Education: Cesar Mendoza
Latinx Center for Higher Education: Leslie Veit
League of Legends Club: Kevin Burton
Life, Ocean and General Sciences: Matt Wilson
Math: Katie Howland
Math Tutoring and Math Resource Center: Harsh Pham
Movie Appreciation Club: Amelia Stroyer
Movie Appreciation Club: Chloe McDougall
Music Department: Alexander Crawford
National Poetry Month and Community Leadership Consultant: Angela Miranda
National Society of Black Engineers: Jared Ataky
Networking: Spencer Stenger
Non-Traditional Student Club: Julie Bradbury
Non-Traditional Student Club: Heather Cade
Nursing: Paul Lavoich
Orientation Mentor: Andrew Vo
Orientation Mentor: Jacob Boudreaux
Outreach Student Ambassador: Aminata Drammeh
Peer Navigator: Anatomy Voynarskey
Physics: Ting-Kai Huang
Physics: Kelvin Halley
Physics, Math, Math Tutoring and Math Resource Center: Irina Golub
Pre-Allied Health: Nawaa Jagana
Pre-Allied Health: Gina Helms
Pre-Allied Health: Hyun-Joon Cho
Psychology: Indreen Kaur
Psychology: Jamie Urban
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics: Persistence: Luis Brito Santana
Student Employee of the Year: Jaelieesa Smith
Student Employee of the Year: Angelica Somera
Table Tennis Club: Paul Fernando
Table Tennis Club: Rachelle Kieso
Table Tennis Club: Spencer Stenger
The Richard Plagge Scholarship: Apolonio Hall
The Richard Plagge Scholarship: Yasutaka Osita
Thunderword: Jessica Strand
TRIO: Alexandra Houle
Universal Studios Club: Tony Tai
Urban Agriculture and ACHIEVE: Andy Sato-kowski
Voice Communication Club: Ariana Thomas
Web Database Developer: John Snyder
Yamato Taiko Club: Christian Napper

Irina Golub receives her fourth award of the ceremony for Math.

Highline Professor Rick Schultz gives awards to students at last week’s ceremony.
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Des Moines honored with award

By Konner Hancock
Staff Reporter

The City of Des Moines received the State Historic Preservation Officer’s Award for Outstanding Rehabilitation.

The city received the award on May 17, which Parks and Recreation Director Patrice Thorell, accepted on behalf of the city, for restoring the Beach Park Dining Hall.

“It was a really big honor to receive the award,” Thorell said.

The hall was originally opened in 1934 and is located in Covenant Beach Bible Camp Historic District at Des Moines Beach Park.

Des Moines Beach Park is located at 22030 Cliff Ave. S.

The dining hall was a 3,700 square foot public facility that can be used or privately rented for birthdays, etc.

The dining hall is a 3,700 square foot public facility that can be used or privately rented for birthdays, etc.

The hall was originally opened in 1934 and is located in Covenant Beach Bible Camp Historic District at Des Moines Beach Park.

The park dining hall was re-opened in July of 2015 “after the many years of rehabilitation,” said Thorell.
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Off-site storage systems are growing in popularity

By Olivia Beach
Staff Reporter

Cloud computing has been a revolution for Internet users, a Highline alumnus and employee at Google said at last week’s Honors Colloquy.

Joseph Burnett said cloud computing is a tool people use everyday, even though they may not understand the term. It allows users to rent, rather than purchase, various software.

“It’s marketing actually. It’s not a cloud, it’s computers,” he said.

Cloud computing involves economy-scale computers rented to store information by large cooperations such as NASA and Netflix, or for smaller, personal use as well. “It makes it easier to consume software, sell software [and] it allows you to buy software as operational expenditure software rather than capital,” Burnett said.

This means, payments are only for what is used as it’s used. This results in lower costs for the computers. He said the advent of cloud computing has provided a safer Internet environment. “It will always be a race between the protectors and the hackers,” he said. However the cloud provides better security than what anyone can do for themselves.

Cloud computing improves people’s lives everyday, even when they don’t notice it, Burnett said. “I feel that people should be aware about cloud computing because, like the industrial revolution, it’s a massive shift in how we move the world,” Burnett said. “There is an ongoing power struggle over how to control information which affects privacy, freedom of speech and freedom in general.”

Honors Colloquy is open to the public and held weekly. It is based on Honors in Action and is a class students can get credit for. Each week a new speaker comes, speaking with the general theme of a contemporary world issue.

The next Honors Colloquy will be June 8 at 12:15 to 1:20 p.m. in Building 7. The presentation will be by Health Equity Circle, an organization of University of Washington students and community members focused on creating Health Equity.

Dogs

continued from page 1

said a fellow professor suggested it and the two began brainstorming.

According to a 2012 research study by the International Journal of Workplace Health Management, stress levels in the workplace were much lower of people who had dogs by their side, compared to those without four-legged friends nearby. “I thought the week before that I cram week would be best. I wanted to do something that is proven to lower stress,” said Rucks.

Anyone and everyone who walked through Building 29 was able to pet, play, and unwind with registered therapy dogs.

“I’m amazed at CWU and Highline faculty, staff and students,” Rucks said. “Students that are very introverted and never ask for help, they’re out here rolling around with the dogs.”

There were nine dogs at the event, ranging from Dalmatians to Golden Retrievers. The volunteer dogs were from two groups out of Kent, the Therapy Dog Pack and the Family Dog Training Center.

“It’s not like bring your dog to work day. These are all trained and certificated dogs,” said Rucks.

Many of the dogs specialize in group therapy. Some are retired show dogs, the owners said. The dogs have a strong desire to meet strangers and are well behaved around babies, children, adults, and other dogs.

The dogs worked in shifts throughout the three-hour event and were able to take breaks from the constant love. After an hour of work, the dogs then swapped out to get a water break and take a walk around the campus, Rucks said “I know the therapy is working. It’s very cool to see it in action,” said Rucks.

Students earn All-Washington Academic Team award

By Whitney Barrera
Staff Reporter

Students at Highline College were recently honored for their academic achievement, community service and involvement on campus as members of the 2016 All-Washington Academic Team.

Fatima Khalil, and other top scholars from the state’s 34 community and technical colleges were recognized during the March 24 awards ceremony at South Puget Sound Community College in Lacey.

According to a newsletter by Highline College, “We are proud to have Ms. Candler and Ms. Khalil representing Highline as All-Washington Scholars,” said Dr. Jack Bermingham, president of Highline College. “Their accomplishments and contributions both inside and outside the classroom are laudable, demonstrating the character and leadership worthy of national recognition.”

Khalil is 19 years old. She is studying pre-medicine and hopes to become a doctor. “I love calculus more than biology, but becoming a doctor [requires biology], I love it more than just doing engineering,” she said. “I believe that a person who can do well in math can do well in everything else.”

Khalil maintained a 3.86 GPA through Fall Quarter and is involved with Phi Theta Kappa, an international honor society that recognizes and encourages academic achievement at two-year colleges.

“We explain to students how to improve their grades, especially for those who are struggling with their learning techniques. We tell them how can they be better and succeed in college,” she said.

Moreover, PTK does not just encourage academic achievements, it also provides opportunities for individual growth and development through participation.

Khalil has been accepted to Washington State University but she may pursue her bachelor’s degree in University of Washington beginning this fall.

In addition to it being successful in her academic achievements, Khalil said she loves to do community service.

“Last year in the summer I served in a food bank. I did over 80 hours just to serve society. It was just volunteering, but I loved to be there. It is just so good to help so many people that are suffering and struggling in life,” she said.

Candler was not available for comment.

ATTEND A TRANSFER INFORMATION SESSION!
To register visit: www.uwb.edu/admissions/transfer
Transgender
continued from page 1
Polt supports transgender bathroom.
"It's fine," Poltz said. "I'm really comfortable about that study.
You should use a transgender bathroom even if you are a woman, she said.
A faculty member was supportive of unisex and bathroom.
"We voted for them in my building," said Highline Econo-
mics Professor Kevin Stanley.
"The stalls give privacy and I don't see an issue with it at all," Linda Faaren, director of the Puget Sound Welcome Back Center.
Faaren add that the Highline community should ask the transgender community what they prefer.
"We should ask the transgender community what they want and do that," Faaren said.
"Students in transition need a comfortable place to do everything everyone else does when they use the bathroom," said an anonymous student who identified as transgender.
Many students however, oppose the implementation of unisex bathrooms.
Some students are concerned that gender-neutral bathrooms may pose a risk to fellow stu-
dents.
"I have seen the same home-
less man, since last quarter go-
ning in and out of the bathroom on the south-east corner of the cam-
pus by the bus stop" said student Daniel Multer.
"I don't use those bath-
rooms, they're just sketchy," said Nico Hernandez. "I have seen condoms and other stuff like crack pipes and stuff in them as well."

An anonymous student said that he does not support unisex and transgender bath-
r ooms because "anyone can identify as anything and they can be perverts. They can just use the family restroom," he said.
"It's not safe, when high school age teens and young kids come to the campus, they need a place to go where they won't be standing next to a middle-aged cross dresser," said student Ben Carrillo.
One Highline student opposed unisex bathrooms for religious reasons.
"I'm Christian so I don't believe in transgender," said Highline student Allison Kiforoshin. She said that she did not believe that Highline should implement a transgender bathroom policy.
One student said she is just uncomfortable using unisex bathrooms.
"I'm more of a private person," said Wioletta Glabek. The more people that use a unisex bathroom, the more uncom-
fortable it becomes. Student reporters Taylor John-
son, Jessica Crane, Qeeshon Yim, and Mike Simpson contributed to this story.

Highline student struggles with transgender bathrooms

By Jessica Crane
Staff Reporter
Highline student Ari Saltarelli has said she has refused to use public restrooms for the past four years unless it is an emergency, because of the looks and comments she gets.
Saltarelli cut her hair five years ago in support of a friend who had cancer. Ever since, she has stuck with the look.
With her short hair, a dis-
taste for makeup, and a tom-
boy style, some people can confuse her gender at first glance, she says.
"It's difficult looking like a guy and using gender specific bathrooms because I feel forced to have a conversation with people just so they know I'm a woman," Saltarelli said. "Mom's still grab their kids and pull them close even though I'm in the bathroom."
Saltarelli has been a student at the college for three years, and is majoring in biochem-
istry. She is not only in support of transgender bathrooms, but says she would rather use a transgender or unisex bath-
room as opposed to a gender-
specific one.
She said that some of the most common comments she hears are statements such as: "Get the hell away from my girl," Saltarelli said. 
"'Get the hell away from my woman,'" Saltarelli said. "'You don't belong in here! Are you aware this is a bathroom for women!' and 'Wait, are you a man? Why are you in here?'"
She said that is irritating that the still gets harassed even though she is using the bathroom of her biological sex.
"I'm still being treated as a man in the wrong bathroom," she said. "It doesn't matter what we identify with, someone will always get upset and someone will always get hurt over it."
Saltarelli said that it isn't about trying to make people uncomfortable, but rather trying to find her own com-
fort.
"It's a struggle because we're fighting against all these out-
side people who have no idea what we're going through, and ultimately think they have the final say in our comfort," she said.
Saltarelli said that she hopes that one day people can see her struggles and at least try to un-
derstand.
"We're not trying to do harm, just make ourselves feel normal," she said. "I know it's not easy for you guys, but it's not easy for us either."
**Des Moines honored with award**

By Konner Hancock  
Staff Reporter

The City of Des Moines received the State Historic Preservation Officer’s Award for Outstanding Rehabilitation. The city received the award on May 17, which Parks and Recreation Director Patrice Thorell, accepted on behalf of the city, for restoring the Beach Park Dining Hall.

“It was a really big honor to receive the award,” Thorell said.

The hall was originally opened in 1934 and is located in Covenant Beach Bible Camp Historic District at Des Moines Beach Park. Des Moines Beach Park is located at 22030 Cliff Ave. S.

The dining hall is a 3,700 square foot public facility that can be used for weddings, barbeques, birthdays, etc. It was originally opened 2 years ahead of time.

The hall was closed in 2002 because of damage from the Nisqually earthquake and flooding from Des Moines Creek.

The restoration of the hall was an eight-year project done in three different phases. Phase one spanned through 2008. The phase was the stabilization of the structure, construction of a new steel foundation and raising the building three feet above the 100-year flood level, costing $1,207,011.

Phase two started in 2011 and was finished in 2012. The second phase consisted of constructing disability access to the building via ramps, decking and the replacement of exterior apron around the building, at a cost of $476,450.

Phase three started in 2012 and lasted through 2015. Deepening and widening of the creek to keep it within its banks, replacing the dining hall roof and updating and replacing various utilities and interior projects, costing $2,534,515.

“The project lasted for a long time but was very well done,” said Thorell.

“The dining hall has been out of use for more than a decade until now,” she said. The park dining hall was re-opened in July of 2015 “after the many years of rehabilitation,” said Thorell.

**Photo by Tim Hetherington**
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**Author speaks about life after war**

By Mike Simpson  
Staff Reporter

An author and filmmaker whose journey to discover what compels people to go to war and how they then attempt to adjust to civilian life once they return home, spoke earlier this week at a Town Hall Seattle event about his new book Tribe: On Homecoming and Belonging.

Sebastian Junger’s discoveries have led him to try to change the way people think about conflict and adversity experienced as a group has the power to create a cohesive society.

Highline college has more than 500 military veterans out of a student population of 16,000. Many non-veteran students have little idea of what it is like to serve in the military and readjust to life afterwards.

Junger said in the Town Hall event that it is the general civilian population’s responsibility to attempt to understand the veteran experience and accommodate their return.

In Tribe, Junger says that civilians rarely understand the veteran experience and have difficulty building societal cohesion unless disasters occur such as 9/11 in New York or the Blitz in London, adding that violent crime, depression and suicide rates go down in these circumstances.

“They revert to that tribal, communal, closely connected system...and the benefits of that system more than offset the hardships that brought it into being in the first place,” Junger said before the talk.

In Tribe, Junger explains that humans have evolved over 2 million years from a hunter-gatherer society where people constantly worked, slept and performed selfless acts of sacrifice for one another in small groups that are comparable to a modern-day military unit.

“Soldiers go from a psychologically healthy situation in combat and by that I mean they’re living in very intimate circumstances with 30 or 40 people that they know extremely well,” Junger said before the talk.

War veterans, while suffering trauma in combat, nevertheless have the support of their fellow colleagues. Once home, they can feel isolated in a socially, economically and politically divided nation that is riddled in hateful speech in the media, Junger said.

“Contempt in public speech, I think, will fracture this country way faster than ISIS ever could by its attacks,” Junger said before the talk.

Junger has covered conflict and national service with a military unit in Afghanistan. At the Town Hall Seattle event, Junger was interviewed by KUOW military and veteran reporter Patricia Murphy.

She asked if civilian businesses could do veterans a favor by using hiring slogans that state, ‘we hire veterans.’

Junger said that what is important is that civilians attempt to create an empathetic society in which veterans are not judged for overarching political decisions that they don’t have control over.

Both pacifists or advocates for past conflicts need to claim equal responsibility for U.S. policy in order to consider our selves a unified country, he said.

Junger added that two ways to unify the United States would be to implement a mandatory national service with a military option and advocate for town hall events across the country every Memorial Day to give veterans and civilians an opportunity to talk about the military experience.

An inclusive ritual such as this will help veterans release feelings of pride, anger and sadness about war, he said.

“Not only will veterans benefit, but it will begin to change the country a bit...which we desperately need and the healthier this country is...the more appealing it’s going to be for them to come home,” Junger said.